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To be truly comprehensive, transportation planning studies require 
consideration of terminal and transfer facilities, one of the most im
portant of which is vehicular parking in the central business district 
of an urban area. The adequacy of parking can have a major effect 
on travel patterns and even on the continued vitality and existence of 
central areas, and the demand for parking is an essential element in 
evaluating this adequacy. 1 1 

This pa,per .o.escrjb~s procedures by which parking demand can be 
determined from the origin--destination data normally collected as j 
part of the travel pattern survey phase of a comprehensive trans
portation planning study. Results obtained by applying these proce
dures in five urban areas in southeastern Massachusetts are presented. I I 
The accuracy of the parking demand computed through use of these 
procedures is evaluated by comparisons with both supply and usage, 
and the appropriateness of the procedures for determfofog parking 
needs is indicated. 

•SOUTHEASTERN Massachusetts is an area of 950 square miles with a population of 
480,000 persons and includes five major urban centers: Fall River, New Bedford, Attle
boro, Taunton, and Plymouth. The central business districts of these centers contain 
some of the principal employment opportunities and shopping and business activities in 
the region and attract vehicular trips from both local and distant areas. 

The data collection phase of a comprehensive transportation planning study of the 
Southeastern Massachusetts Region was completed in late 1966 by Tippetts-Abbett
McCarthy-Stratton for the Department of Public Works of the Commonwealth of Massa
chusetts in cooperation with the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads. An essential element in 
the study was consideration of terminal and transfer facilities because, as stated in the 
Bureau of Public Roads Guidelines supplementing the definitions and interpretations in 
Instructional Memorandum 50-2-63, 

The effectiveness and efficiency of the urban transportation system is dependent 
to a large measure upon the availability of adequate termina I and transfer foc
i Ii ties at trip origins and destinations. 

One of the principal terminal facilities is vehicular parking space in the central busi
ness district of an urban area. The data collection phase of the study included analyses 
of current supply, usage, and demand for vehicular parking in the central business dis
tricts of the five urban areas listed above; in a subsequent phase of the project, demand 
is being forecast and the future needs for additional terminal facilities for vehicles are 
being evaluated. This paper describes the methods by which only data concerning supply 
and usage were obtained by direct observations and information on demand was provided 

1per sponsored by Committee on Origin and Destination. 
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by the analysis of data collected as part of the travel pa,ttern surveys included in the 
comprehensive study. ,-, -- · ·· 

COMPONENTS OF PARKING ANALYSES 

Analyses of parking in the central business district of an urban area usually con
sist of three separate phases: a parking inventory of existing supply; a parking usage 
study measuring utilization of parking spaces; and a parking demand study which pro
vides information on the individual parker's desires. 

The parking supply (inventory) study includes a compilation of information concern
ing location, design, and legal restrictions on the use of parking spaces at the time of 
the study and a determination of the effect of planned changes in land use, parking con
trols, and street usage on parking supply. 

The parking usage study indicates the number, duration of stay, and location of parked 
vehicles in an area and permits determination of parking accumulation, parking char -
acteristics, and extent of parking violations. Data obtained in the parking usage study 
are limited to the actual location where a vehicle is parked which is influenced not only 
by the location of trip destination or desire, but also by the availability of parking space. 

The parking demand study considers the ultimate destination and purpose of the in
dividual making a trip; since parking demand is a true indication of the individual parker' s 
desires, demand is the only legitimate criterion for judging adequacy of parking supply 
and the type and extent of the need for additional parking facilities. 

In the conventional parking study, parking demand is determined by means of a park
ing demand inter view s urvey. One type of demand surv~.¥ ~nvolv~ p~rs.9n_al interview
ing of evefy"pa..r.k.el:-within .the area s e ec ea or s u y: An alternative method involves 
the-distribution of questionnaire cards left on v ehicles or handed to drivers to be filled 
iri and returned-by mail. Since only a fraction of the questionnaire forms will be filled 
in and returned, sample data must be expanded to represent the total of all vehicles 
parking in the area and even then results may be of questionable value. The studies 
reported in this paper indicate that a se rate arking interview survey is not requirel.. 
where adequate data on travel in an area are ava· able -from a 'comprehen:sive origin
destination survey. To be adequate for use in determining parking demand, travel ori
gins and destinations within the central business district should be coded on a block basis 
and the travel interview sample rate should be sufficiently high to yield statistically re
liable data on downtown parking demand. Processing and evaluation of the O-D data 
which rneet these criteria will provide complete information concerning parking demand 
within a central business district, where the need for parking space is usually most 
acute. 

PARKING SUPPLY STUDIES 

The central business districts of Fall River, New Bedford, Attleboro, Taunton, and 
Plymouth for which parking studies were conducted were defined with the cooperation 
of city o:r :regional planning agencies and generally included major dov.ntown department 
stores and other shopping facilities; business, financial, and professional offices; cul
tural and civic institutions; and governmental agencies. Some of the districts also con
tained manufacturing establishments and one (Plymouth) included a major tourist attrac
tion. Data on parking supply and usage were obtained for all on-and-off-street parking 
facilities within this area as well as for on-street parking on the peripheral streets and 
off-street parking facilities which had direct access to these streets. The central busi
ness districts included 53 blocks in Fall River, 71 blocks in New Bedford, 25 blocks in 
Attleboro, 22 blocks in Taunton, and 22 blocks in Plymouth. 

The parking supply in each area was inventoried by means of direct field observation, 
and data were obtained on the type of both on-street and off-street facilities. On-street 
parking included various types of free spaces (unrestricted or posted for specific dura
tions) and metered spaces with varying time limits. Off-street parking included both 
pay facilities and free facilities, some of which were restricted to customers or em
ployees of specific establishments. In addition, the effect of parking control modifica-
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TABLE 1 

CURRENT PARKING SUPPLY IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS 
(Vehicle Spaces) 

Type of Attleboro Fall New Plymouth Taunton Parking Spaces River Bedford 

On-street 753 1,064 1,176 980 768 
Off-street 2,647 3,244 2,535 1,004 1,921 

Total supply 3,400 4,308 3,711 1,984 2,689 
Less: On-street spaces 

to be eliminated to 
increase street capacity -218 -298 -319 -254 -261 

Total: Adjusted supply 3,182 4,010 3,392 1,730 2,428 

tions which were proposed to increase the capacity of existing streets was analyzed 
and the resulting change in parking supply was determined. Table 1 summarizes the 
current parking supply and expected changes in on-street parking. 

PARKING USAGE STUDIES 

The average weekday parking usage in each area was determined by means of direct 
field observations in which the license number, location, type of vehicle, and type of 
parking for each parked vehicle was noted at an interval of one-half the legal parking 
limit, but not exceeding 30 minutes, from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m. on an average weekday. 
The total number of vehicles parked and the space hours of parking used are shown in 
Table 2. Table 3 shows the number of vehicles parked at the moment of peak parking 
accumulation. 

PARKING DEMAND STUDIES 

The data obtained in the survey of travel patterns conducted as part of the compre
hensive study were used to determine parking demand. Data on parking of passenger 
vehicles operated by residents of the study area were obtained from the internal dwell
ing unit survey in which detailed information-was obtained on trip origin and destination, 
mode of travel, time of trip starting and ending and purpose of trip. Data on parking of 
trucks and taxis garaged within the study area were obtained from owner interviews 
(except for the duration of truck and taxi parking, which was obtained from the usage 
survey). Data on parkinglocations, time of parking, andpurposefor passenger vehicles 

TABLE 2 

USAG!l: OF PARKING SPACES IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS 
(7 a. m. -7 p. m. ) 

Attleboro Fall New Plymouth Taunton Parking Category River Bedford 

(a) Number of Vehicles 

On-street legal• 2,786 3,821 6,026 2,482 3,697 
On-street illegal 429 1,283 1,610 337 430 
Off-street 5,119 4,666 4,439 1,664 5,317 

Total 8,334 9,770 12,075 4,483 9,444 

(b) Space Hours 

On-stre·et legal 2,043 4,725 6,375 2,915 3,318 
On-street overtime 1,482 2,338 3,443 703 1,557 
On-street illegal 723 2,370 2,227 562 494 
Off-street 18,771 14,099 13,103 3,881 10,398 

tal 23,019 23,532 25,148 8,061 15,767 

. fncludes overtime parking at legal spaces. 

owned by nonresidents of the 
area and for trucks and taxis 
garaged outside the area were 
obtained in the external road-
side interview survey; informa
tion on parking duration and 
type of parking for these ex
ternal vehicles was not obtained 
in the roadside interviews, so 
factors developed from studies 
of internal vehicles were used. 

The data developed from 
these analyses were used in 
studies of parking demand in 
the central business districts 
both during the period from 
7 a. m. to 7 p. m. and at the 
moment of peak parking accu
mulation. A brief description 
of the procedures used in de
termining parking demand 
follows . 
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Figure l. Parking supply, usage, and demand-Attleboro centre I district, 
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TABLE 3 

USAGE OF PARKING SPACES IN CENTRAL BUSlNESS DISTRICTS 
(Nwnber of Vehicles, Peak Accumula tion) 

Parking category 

On-street legal* 
On-street Illegal 
Off-street 

Total 

Attleboro 

345 
62 

1,898 

2,305 

Fall 
River 

722 
291 

1,757 

2,770 

*Includes overtime parking at legal spaces. 

New 
Bedford 

981 
207 

1,453 

2, 641 

Plymouth 

389 
69 

419 

877 

Taunton 

495 
55 

1, 175 

1,725 

Resident Parking Demand-
7 a. m. to 7 p. m. 

Parking demand for the cen
tral business districts between 
the hours of 7 a. m. and 7 p. m. 
on an average weekday was an
alyzed for passenger vehicles 
operated by residents of the study 
area. The data required were 
contained in the dwelling unit sur -
vey trip cards for both internal 
and external trips for which a 

resident was an autodriver. Only trips with origin or destination in central business 
district zones and with an origin or destination time between the hours of 7 a. m. to 7 p. m. 
were considered. 

Trip cards falling within these limits were analyzed by sample number, vehicle num
ber, and trip time sequence. Each parking act was defined as a pair of trip ends with 
the same sample number and vehicle number which follow in time sequence and where 
the destination of the earlier trip and the origin of the following trip represent the same 
location in the CBD. The number of parking acts in the CBD and the time elapsed be
tween the arrival in the CBD of one trip and the departure of the following trip were 
accumulated by trip purpose and multiplied by the appropriate expansion factor appear
ing in the trip cards. For vehicles whose first trip after 7 a. m. was a departure from 
the CBD, a previous trip arriving at the CBD at 7 a. m. was created; for vehicles whose 
last trip before 7 p. m. was an arrival in the CBD, a subsequent trip leaving the CBD 
at 7 p. m. was created. 

Using these data, tabulations were prepared for parking demand by trip purpose in 
terms of number of parked vehicles, space hours of demand, and average parking dv 
tion. Tabulations were also made of the distribution of parking demand by purpose fl,_ 
incremental parking durations, for various types of parking facilities, and for various 
distances walked between place of parking and ultimate destination. 

ParlrJng ock- 7 a. m. to 7 p. m. 

Determination of the adequacy of existing supply and the need for additional parking 
facilities was based on a comparison of parking supply and demand on a block basis. To 
permit analysis of parking demand by block, each block in the CBD was assigned a 
separate subzone designation prior to the data collection phase, and trip end locations 
were coded according to subzone. Parking demand by subzone was analyzed in terms 
of number of vehicles and space hours of parking. 

Demand by passenger vehicles owned by study area residents was determined through 
analysis of internal trip cards as discussed above, with the number of parking acts and 
time elapsed between time of arrival and time oi departure fo:;.- each act accumulated by 
traffic subzone. 

For nonresident passenger vehicle trips, external station interview cards with in
bound trips to the central business districts by nonresident passenger vehicles were 
selected. For each external station, time limits were established which corresponded 
to the times when an inbound trip passing through the station would arrive at the CBD 
between the hours of 7 a. m. and 7 p. m. A tabulation was made of the number of such 
inbound trips by subzone and trip purpose. Parking demand in terms of space hours 
was determined by multiplying the number of parking destinations by an average park
ing duration by trip purpose obtained from the internal trip cards. 

To determine parking demand generated by trucks and taxis garaged within the area, 
internal truck and taxi survey cards were reviewed for trips involving a parking act 
within the CBD between the hours of 7 a. m. and 7 p. m. Parking demand for external 
truck and taxi trips was determined through an analysis of the external station interview 
cards for inbound truck trips destined to the CBD for trucks with non-study area garage 



zones. Again, cards were limited to those with interview times such that the vehicle 
would reach a CBD between 7 a. m. and 7 p. m. Parking demand in space hours was 
determined by applying to the number of parking acts an averige parking duration for 
trucks and for taxis as obtained in the parking usage survey. 

Parking Demand by Block-Peak Parking Period 
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To analyze parltj.ng demand, consideration was given to the situation during periods 
of peak parking accumulation. While parking demand may be less than available park
ing supply measured in terms of space hours over an entire day, the supply may never
theless be inadequate during peak periods. Supply remains constant throughout the day 
while the demand exhibits peaking characteristics which may exceed supply during cer
tain periods. 

A realistic evaluation of parking supply was obtained through an analysis of demand 
by block during the peak period. The time when peak parking occurs was determined 
for each central business district from an analysis of parking accumulation revealed in 
the parking usage study. 

Parking demand in terms of number of vehicles desiring to park during the peak 
moment for resident autos was determined by accumulating trip card origins or destina
tions by subzone and expanding the results in accordance with expansion factors appear
ing on trip cards. To reflect demand from nonresident autos and trucks and taxis, the 
demand determined for resident autos was expanded by the ratio of 12-hour parking de
mand for all vehicles to the 12-hour parking demand for resident autos only. Separate 
ratios were computed for each subzone. 

Tabulations were prepared comparing parking supply, usage, and demand by sub
zone during the peak parking moment. A graphical presentation of this comparison for 
the Attleboro central business district is shown in Figure 1. 

To determine whether additional parking spaces were required, parking deficits in 
-icks where peak demands exceeded practical supply were distributed to adjoining 

_4ocks having a surplus in peak period supply and located within an acceptable walking 
distance from trip destination. Deficits in parking supply which could not be balanced 
with adjacent surpluses formed the basis for making recommendations for providing 
additional parking facilities. 

EVALUATION OF ACCURACY OF DEMAND 

The dwelling unit, truck and taxi and roadside interviews conducted in the compre
hensive transportation study involved the use of sampling procedures. The sampling 
rates used were approximately 1: 15 for dwelling unit interviews, 1: 5 for truck owner 
interviews, 1: 3 for taxi owner interviews, and 1: 2 for roadside interviews. The sample 
data were expanded to represent current travel patterns and, as described in this paper, 
to represent current parking demand. The accuracy of the overall procedure was eval
uated by comparisons of population, employment, and school enrollment obtained from 
expanded data with similar data developed from other sources. An evaluation of the 
accuracy of the travel information obtained was made through comparisons of expanded 
data with counts made on screenlines and cordon lines and at major control points. Eval
uation of the accuracy of the parking demand obtained from expanded survey data is de
scribed in the following. 

TABLE 4 

COMPARJSON OF DEMAND AND SUPPLY AT TIME OF PEAK PARKING 
ACCUMULATION IN CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS 

(Number of Vehicles) 

Category Plymouth AtUeboro Taunton Fall New 
River Bedford 

Practical supply 1,690 2,900 2,290 3,660 3, 160 
Demand 875 2,546 2,390 4,108 3,936 
Demand/supply ratio o. 52 0. 88 1. 04 1. 12 1. 25 
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Category 

Demand 
Usage 

TABLE 5 

COMPARISONS OF DEMAND AND USAGE IN 
CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICTS 

Plymouth Attleboro Tawiton 

(a) Number of Vehicles, Peak Accumulation 

875 2,546 2,390 
877 2,305 1,725 

Fall 
River 

4,108 
2,770 

Demand/usage ratio 1.00 1.11 1. 38 1.50 

(b) Space Hours, 7 a. m. -7 p. m. 

Demand 7,624 23,493 18, 808 27, 129 
Usage 8,061 23, 019 15, 767 23, 532 
Demand/usage ratio 0. 94 i. 02 1. 19 1. 15 

New 
Bedford 

3,936 
2,641 
1.49 

31, 595 
25, 148 

1. 26 

To evaluate properly the accuracy of the procedures described in this paper, a parker 
interview survey should be conducted to measure demand, and the demand thus obtained 
should be compared with the demand developed from the expanded survey data. Because 
a parker interview survey involves the expenditure of considerable funds, a less rigor
ous evaluation method was adopted involving comparison of the computed parking de
mand with observed parking usage. In application of this method, consideration must 
be given to the relationships of usage and demand to supply. 

Table 4 gives a comparison of computed demand at the time of peak parking accu
mulation with the practical supply (practical supply is defined as 85 percent of actual 
supply to allow for time lost in parking and unparking and for spaces unoccupied be
tween parking acts). In Plymouth, peak period demand is considerably less than sup
ply and it would be expected that demand would be approximately equal to usage, or 
even less than usage if drivers having non-CBD destinations parked in the CBD becauw"' 
of the convenience of the parking facilities in that area. In Attleboro, peak period de
mand is only slightly less than supply, and demand would be expected to be about equal 
to usage. In Taunton, peak period demand is slightly greater than supply, and demand 
would be expected to be more than usage. Finally, in Fall River and New Bedford, peak 
period demand is considerably greater than supply, and it would be expected that de
mand in peak periods and on a daily basis would be considerably more than usage as 
drivers desiring to park in the CBD are forced to park in adjoining areas and walk to 
their destination. 

Table 5 gives a comparison of demand and usage for both peak periods and on a 
daily basis. 

The demand/usage ratios in Table 5 are reasonable and consistent when viewed in 
light of the demand/supply ratios given in Table 4. This reasonableness and consis
tencv indicates that the procedures described in this paper for determining parking de
mand are sufficiently accurate for analyses of the adequacy of parking supply in central 
business districts under appropriate conditions of geographic coding and sample rate, 
and can be used to indicate areas where additional parking facilities are needed. For 
revenue forecasts at specific facilities, more detailed studies would be required in
volving parker interviews. 
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